Abstract. Many static analyzers exploit sparseness techniques to reduce the amount of information being propagated and stored during analysis. Although several variations are described in the literature, no existing technique is suitable for analyzing JavaScript code. In this paper, we point out the need for a sparse analysis framework that supports pointers and reachability. We present such a framework, which uses static single assignment form for heap addresses and computes def-use information on-the-fly. We also show that essential information about dominating definitions can be maintained efficiently using quadtrees. The framework is presented as a systematic modification of a traditional dataflow analysis algorithm. Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique for a suite of JavaScript programs. By also comparing the performance with an idealized staged approach that computes pointer information with a pre-analysis, we show that the cost of computing def-use information on-the-fly is remarkably small.
Introduction
Previous work on dataflow analysis has demonstrated that sparse analysis is a powerful technique for improving performance of many kinds of static analysis without sacrificing precision [7, 8, 14, 15, 20, 21] , compared to more basic dataflow analysis frameworks [12, 13] . The key idea in sparse analysis is that dataflow should be propagated directly from definitions to uses in the program code, unlike "dense" analysis that propagates dataflow along the control-flow. A potential advantage of sparse analysis is that it propagates and stores only relevant information, not entire abstract states. Another advantage is that transfer functions need only be recomputed when their dependencies change.
While developing analysis tools for JavaScript we have found that the existing approaches described in the literature for building sparse analyses do not apply to the language features and common programming patterns that appear in JavaScript code. Specifically, context-sensitive branch pruning (a variant of unreachable code elimination by Wegman and Zadeck [21] ) is an important analysis technique, as explained below, for handling the use of function overloading, which in JavaScript is programmed using reflection. Moreover, the common wisdom from analysis of e.g. Java code that context-insensitive analysis is usually faster than context-sensitive analysis [18] apparently does not apply to JavaScript code, which, as discussed below, makes it difficult to design practically useful staged sparse analyses for this language.
function f(b, x, y) { var r; if (b.p) { r = x.a; } else { r = y.a; } return r; } As a motivating example, consider the JavaScript function on the right that exhibits a simple form of overloading. Here, the branch condition b.p decides whether the f function should have one behavior or another (in real-world JavaScript code, complex function overloading is mimicked using various kinds of reflection in branch conditions, but the pattern is the same). It is often the case that the branch condition is determinate relative to the call context [17] . That is, in one call context, b.p is known to be true, and in another call context, it is known to be false. In a context-sensitive dense analysis, this is no problem for the precision: f is simply analyzed in two contexts, corresponding to the two cases, such that the analysis logically clones f and analyzes it twice. When dataflow reaches the if statement, the analysis can then discover that one branch is dead and only propagate dataflow along the live branch.
To reason precisely about such program code, for example, with the purpose of computing call graphs or information about types of expressions, a static analysis must account for reachability, i.e. whether branches are live or dead in the individual contexts. At the same time it must handle heap allocated storage, as objects are pervasive in JavaScript. Moreover, even apparently simple operations in JavaScript, such as reading an object property, are complex procedures that involve e.g. type coercion and traversal of dynamically constructed prototype chains. This makes it beneficial to design analysis techniques that support complex transfer functions, for example, all computable monotone functions [12] . It is well known how to accomplish all this using dense analysis (see e.g. the TAJS analysis [9] ). Our goal is to take the step to sparse analysis, without sacrificing precision compared to the original dense version.
One way to build sparse analyses for programs with pointers is to use a staged approach where a pre-analysis computes a sound approximation of the memory addresses that are defined or used at each operation in the code, and then establish def-use edges that the main analysis can use for sparse flowsensitive dataflow propagation [8, 14] . Unfortunately, this does not work in our setting, unless the pre-analysis is as precise as the main analysis (and in that case, there would be no need for the main analysis, obviously): If the pre-analysis is flow-insensitive, for example, it would establish def-use edges from both x.a and y.a to r in our example, which would destroy the precision of the main analysis. Note that one of the main results of Oh et al. [14] is that, in their setting, approximations in the pre-analysis may lead to less sparseness but it will never affect the precision of the main analysis (due to their use of data dependence instead of def-use chains). However, for a language like JavaScript where most operations may throw exceptions, their algorithm largely degrades to a dense analysis if reachability is involved. In another line of work, Tok et al. [20] and Chase et al. [2] compute def-use edges on-the-fly rather than using a pre-analysis, but also without taking reachability into account. Conversely, the sparse conditional constant analysis by Wegman and Zadeck [21] handles reachability, but not pointers. In summary, no existing technique satisfies the needs for making sparse analysis for languages like JavaScript.
Our contributions are as follows:
-We present the first algorithm for sparse dataflow analyses that supports pointers, reachability, and arbitrary monotone transfer functions, while preserving the precision of the corresponding dense analysis, and without requiring a pre-analysis to compute def-use information. -We describe experimental results, based on a dataflow analysis for JavaScript, that show a considerable performance improvement when using sparse analysis compared to a traditional dense approach, which demonstrates that it is possible to perform efficient sparse analysis in a setting that involves pointers and reachability. -We show experimentally that the overhead of computing dominating definitions on-the-fly is small, which makes our approach preferable to staged approaches that compute that information with a pre-analysis. -We demonstrate that quadtrees are a suitable data structure for maintaining essential information about dominating definitions in sparse analysis.
We explain the technique as a framework where we can switch from dense to sparse analysis, without affecting the abstract domains or the transfer functions.
A Basic Analysis Framework
Our starting point is a variant of the classical monotone framework for flowsensitive dataflow analysis [12] where programs are represented as control-flow graphs with abstract states associated with the entry and exit program points of each node. For simplicity this presentation focuses on intraprocedural analysis, although our implementation supports interprocedural analysis as discussed in Section 4. We assume that we are given a control-flow graph where each node represents a statement s ∈ S, together with a set of abstract memory addresses a ∈ A, a lattice of abstract values v ∈ V , and a transfer function T s for each statement s. The transfer functions are assumed to be expressed using the following three primitive operations: -Read(s ∈ S, a ∈ A) : V . Returns the value v at the address a at the program point immediately before the statement s.
-Write(v ∈ V, s ∈ S, a ∈ A). Writes the value v to the address a at the program point immediately after the statement s. Note that an invocation Write(v, s, a) models a strong update [2] ; if a weak update is desired, the transfer function should invoke Write(v Read(s, a), s, a).
-Continue(s src ∈ S, s dst ∈ S). Indicates that the transfer function T ssrc has completed and that s dst is a possible successor, in other words that s dst is reachable from s src . (For example, this allows the transfer function for an if statement to selectively propagate dataflow to one of its branches.)
As conventional, the framework applies the transfer functions using an iterative worklist algorithm, starting from a designated program entry statement, until the global fixpoint is reached. The ordering of the worklist W is left unspecified, so the analysis implementor may freely choose any. We assume the lattice V has finite height; for simplicity we ignore widening.
In the case of JavaScript, most transfer functions are complex operations that involve multiple Read and Write operations. For example, the transfer function for a simple assignment x = y.p in general requires traversal of scope chains and prototype chains. This can be accomplished as shown in previous work on the TAJS analysis [9] . Although that analysis uses more elaborate abstract domains, it can in principle all be expressed within the present framework.
A traditional dense propagation strategy [12] maintains an entire abstract state at each program point as a map from addresses to values:
the map of outgoing states
Reading from an address is then simply a matter of looking up its value in the abstract state in I, and writing similarly updates O. (In practice, analysis implementations often maintain only O, since the information in I can be inferred when needed; we include both maps explicitly to simplify the presentation in Section 3.) Continuing from s src to s dst is handled by joining the entire outgoing state at s src into the incoming state at s dst . To initiate the analysis, I and O return the bottom element ⊥ of V for every statement and address, except that we assume an entry statement s entry with a no-op transfer function (that just calls Continue) and where I(s entry , a) and O(s entry , a) both describe the initial abstract state for every address a. The initial worklist is then W = {s entry }.
More formally, reading the value of an address a ∈ A at statement s ∈ S is implemented simply by looking up the value in the incoming state:
Similarly, writing a value v ∈ V to the address a ∈ A at statement s ∈ S is implemented by writing to the outgoing state:
Propagation of dataflow from statement s src ∈ S to s dst ∈ S is implemented by joining all the values from the outgoing state of s src into the incoming state of s dst . If a value is changed then s dst is added to the worklist. Reachability is implicitly supported since an unreachable statement has every value set to the bottom element ⊥, whereas we assume that every reachable statement will have at least one value set to non-bottom, and so propagation from a reachable statement to an unreachable statement will always cause the unreachable statement to be added to the worklist:
The main fixpoint computation is implemented by the Solve procedure. It maintains a global worklist W of pending statements and iteratively extracts a statement and evaluates its transfer function, which may cause new statements to be added to the worklist. The fixpoint is found when the worklist is empty:
apply the transfer function Ts
Sparse Analysis
We now show how the basic analysis framework from the preceding section can be changed into our sparse analysis technique. As a first step, we modify the definitions of the incoming and outgoing states to become partial maps, I : S × A → V and O : S × A → V , since we now want to maintain values only for the statements and addresses that are involved in Read or Write operations, respectively. Next, we add four new components that are all built incrementally during the fixpoint computation:
R ⊆ S × S is the set of reachable edges P : S × A → V specifies the placement and values of φ-nodes DU ⊆ S × A × S is the set of def-use edges F : S × S → P(A) is the map of frontier addresses
The R component now explicitly tracks the set of reachable edges in the controlflow graph: if Continue(s src , s dst ) has been invoked, then (s src , s dst ) ∈ R. As in previous sparse analysis techniques, we use SSA (static single assignment form) to ensure that each use site has a unique associated definition site [4, 7, 21] . When P (s, a) is defined with some value v, the statement s plays the role of a φ-node for address a, where v is then the merged value from the incoming dataflow. As effect we obtain SSA for all addresses, not only for local variables. Each triple (s 1 , a, s 2 ) ∈ DU represents a def-use edge, where s 1 is a definition site or a φ-node and s 2 is a use site or a φ-node for a.
Since the analysis discovers definition sites and use sites incrementally, the set of def-use edges changes during the analysis. The F map supports this construction of def-use edges whenever frontier edge becomes reachable, as explained later in this section.
The Solve procedure is unmodified, except that line 6 is omitted in the sparse analysis version. The remainder of this section explains the modifications of the Read, Write, and Continue procedures.
Notation and terminology We view maps as mutable dictionaries. For example, if f : A → B is a map, then f (x) := v denotes the update of f such that subsequently f (x) = v. If f : X → Y is a partial map, then f denotes the domain of f , i.e. the subset of X where f is defined. We assume the reader is familiar with the concepts of SSA, dominance frontiers, and dominator trees from e.g. Cytron et al. [4] . Specifically, a statement s 2 is in the dominance frontier of a statement s 0 if s 0 dominates some predecessor s 1 of s 2 in the control-flow graph, but s 0 does not dominate s 2 . The edge (s 1 , s 2 ) is then called a frontier edge of s 0 . We say that a statement s is a φ-node (resp. definition site or use site) for an address a if (s, a) ∈ P (resp. (s, a) ∈ O or (s, a) ∈ I ). Only merge points in the control-flow graph can be used as φ-nodes. For simplicity, we assume that the statements at merge points are no-ops, such that they cannot be definition sites or use sites (thus, P and I ∪ O are disjoint).
The following key invariants are maintained by the Read, Write, and Continue operations in the sparse analysis framework:
[flow] If (s 1 , a, s 2 ) ∈ DU for some statements s 1 , s 2 and some address a, then -either O(s 1 , a) or P (s 1 , a) is defined with some value v, -either I(s 2 , a) or P (s 2 , a) is defined with some value v , and -the value of a at s 1 has been propagated to s 2 , i.e. v v .
[ 
[phi-use] If s is a φ-node for a, i.e. (s, a) ∈ P , then for every reachable incoming control-flow graph edge (s 1 , s) ∈ R there is a def-use edge (s 2 , a, s) ∈ DU where s 2 is the nearest dominator of s 1 and s 2 is a definition site or φ-node for a.
[phi] If a statement s 0 is a definition site or φ-node for some address a, i.e. 
Reading Values
The Read(s, a) operation retrieves the requested value from the incoming state if s is already known to be a use site for a. If a new use is discovered, the appropriate def-use edge must be introduced and the value propagated to s:
where s is the immediate dominator of s 4 DU := DU ∪ {(s1, a, s)} 5
Propagate(s1, a, s) 6 return I(s, a)
The FindDef procedure searches up the dominator tree to find the nearest definition site or φ-node for a:
We show in Section 3.4 how FindDef can be implemented more efficiently than this pseudo-code suggests. Also note that by initializing I(s entry , a) and O(s entry , a) for every address a according to the initial abstract state when the analysis starts, Read and FindDef are well-defined because s entry is the root of the dominator tree. The Propagate procedure, which is also used by the Write operation later, propagates a single value from a definition site or φ-node to a use site or φ-node, in order to satisfy the [flow] invariant. If the destination is a use site and its incoming state changes, then that statement is added to the worklist W . If the destination is a φ-node then propagation is invoked recursively for all its outgoing def-use edges:
for each s where (s dst , a, s) ∈ DU 15
Propagate(s dst , a, s)
Notice that recursive calls to Propagate can only happen along chains of def-use edges between φ-nodes, which are placed only at merge points, so the recursion is bounded by the block nesting depth of the program being analyzed.
Writing Values
The Write operation writes the given value to the outgoing state. If a new definition site is discovered, the set of def-use edges must be updated. Moreover, the written value is propagated along the outgoing def-use edges:
Whenever a new definition site is discovered in Write (line 1), def-use edges that bypass the new definition site and have the same address must be updated (line 2) and φ-nodes must be introduced at the iterated dominance frontiers along with associated def-use edges (line 4). Update(s ∈ S, a ∈ A) 1 let s1 = FindDef(s, a) 2 for each s2 where (s1, a, s2) ∈ DU 3 if s strictly dominates s2 4 DU := (DU \ {(s1, a, s2)}) ∪ {(s, a, s2)} 5 for each (s3, s4) ∈ S × S that is a frontier edge of s 6 let s0 = FindDef(s3, a) 7 if s0 strictly dominates s 8 if (s0, a, s4) ∈ DU 9 DU := (DU \ {(s0, a, s4)}) ∪ {(s, a, s4)}
The Update procedure updates the def-use edges that bypass the new definition. The first part (lines 1-4) handles the def-use edges that end at a statement dominated by the new definition, to restore the [def-use] invariant as illustrated in Figure 1(a) ; the second part (lines 5-9) handles the def-use edges that end at a dominance frontier node of the new definition, corresponding to [phi-use] as illustrated in Figure 1(b) . Note that DU does not always grow monotonically, since Update both adds and removes edges. Termination is still ensured: a def-use edge (s 1 , a, s 2 ) is only removed if a new definition site s d is discovered such that s d dominates s 2 . Definitions are never removed, so the edge (s 1 , a, s 2 ) can never be re-added, and only a finite number of def-use edges can be created. All other components in the sparse framework are monotonically increasing during the fixpoint computation.
The purpose of the Forward procedure is to introduce φ-nodes at the iterated dominance frontiers, together with def-use edges for the corresponding reachable frontier edges, and maintain the [frontier] invariant:
MakePhi(s2, a)
Although a statement typically has a single frontier edge, it is possible to have multiple, for example, in connection to statements that may throw exceptions. Line 3 in Forward adds a to the frontier addresses of the frontier edge (s 1 , s 2 ), which indicates that a has been defined by a statement that dominates s 1 . If that edge is already known to be reachable, we may need to add a new φ-node at the frontier, which is handled by MakePhi as explained next.
Update(s, a) 3 P (s, a) := ⊥ 4 for each s1 ∈ S where s1 is an immediate predecessor of s in the control-flow graph
Propagate(s2, a, s) 9 Forward(s, a)
The MakePhi procedure is only invoked with s being a dominance frontier node. If s is not already a φ-node for a (line 1), we mark it as one (line 3). However, since a φ-node has a similar effect as a definition site, Update is called first to update the def-use edges, c.f. line 2 in Write. A φ-node also has a similar effect as a use site, although generally with multiple incoming def-use edges. For this reason, we make sure a def-use edge exists for every reachable income edge (lines 4-8), c.f. lines 3-5 in Read. Finally, the process is continued recursively for the iterated dominance frontiers (line 9).
Propagating Reachability
As the propagation of dataflow values is performed along def-use edges by Propagate, the primary role of Continue is to propagate reachability: Fig. 2 . A control-flow graph fragment, where the frontier edges X → Z and Y → Z hold the addresses {a, b} and {b, c}, respectively. The edge X → Z is already reachable, and φ-nodes for {a, b} at Z have already been introduced. Now Continue is invoked for the edge Y → Z. Continue ensures that appropriate def-uses edge to Z are introduced for all the addresses a, b, and c, and for all the incoming edges to Z.
If the given control-flow graph edge (s src , s dst ) is not already reachable, we mark it as reachable (line 2) and add s dst to the worklist. However, this may trigger calls to MakePhi in two situations, corresponding to the two cases in line 4: The condition a ∈ F (s src , s dst ) signals that (s src , s dst ) is a frontier edge of a statement that defines a, so we must ensure that s dst is a φ-node for a and therefore call MakePhi. The condition (s dst , a) ∈ P captures the case where s dst is already a φ-node for a, but now there is a new reachable incoming edge, which is handled by lines 4-8 in MakePhi as illustrated in Figure 2 . Notice that we carefully ensure in Forward, MakePhi, and Continue that no dataflow is propagated across control-flow edges, in particular frontier edges, until they are known to be reachable.
Proposition
The sparse framework has same analysis precision as the basic framework. Specifically, if O(s, a) = v for some s ∈ S, a ∈ A, and v ∈ V after analyzing a given program with the sparse framework, then we also have O(s, a) = v when analyzing the program with the basic framework.
A Data Structure for Finding Dominating Definitions
During the fixpoint computation new definition sites and use sites are discovered incrementally by the Read and Write operations. A key challenge is how to ensure that the FindDef operation is able to quickly find the nearest dominating definition for any statement in the control-flow graph. The naive version of FindDef from Section 3.1 is easy to implement, as also suggested by Chase et al. [2] . It is, however, impractical because each invocation requires a traversal along a spine of the dominator tree, in the worst case from the given statement all the way to the root. As an example, consider a straightline program consisting of k statements in sequence. Invoking FindDef at the last statement may then require traversal of all k statements to find the nearest dominating definition.
A better approach is to maintain dominator information separately for each address and only for the nodes that are known to be definition sites or φ-nodes. The idea is to equip each statement in the control-flow graph with two numbers, x and y, as shown in Figure 3 . The numbers are obtained through a depth-first traversal of the dominator tree, such that the first number x is the discovery time and the second number y is the exit time. Using these numbers we can determine dominance between nodes: if p dominates q, then p must have been discovered before q, i.e. x p < x q , and all children of q must have been visited before exiting p, i.e. y q < y p . As an example, in Figure 3 , statement E dominates F since x E < x F and y F < y E . A key observation is that to find the nearest dominating definition of a node q we need to find a node p where x p < x q and y q < y p . Of all nodes that satisfy these conditions we wish to find the one with maximum x value. For example, in Figure 3 the nearest dominating definition at G is C, which satisfies these properties.
One approach is to store the definitions in a resizable array and perform a linear scan to find the nearest dominating definition, as in Staiger-Stöhr [19] . Unfortunately, this requires O(d) time, where d is the number of definitions. Another approach is to define an ordering such that finding all dominating definitions takes O(log d) time and then scan through these to find the nearest dominating definition, as in Tok et al. [20] . However, the scanning may still require O(d) time.
Our solution works as follows. If we interpret the number pair (x q , y q ) of a node q as a point in a two dimensional space, then finding the nearest dominating definition p is equivalent to finding the point (x p , y p ) in the rectangle [0, x q ] × [y q , ∞] with the maximum x p . This is a well-known problem in the computational geometry literature; one data structure solving this problem is the quadtree [5] . Finding the nearest dominating definition then takes O( √ n) time where n is the number of control-flow graph nodes, and a new node can be inserted in O(log n) time. Quadtrees are simple to implement and have a low constant-factor overhead. Our experimental comparison (see Section 4) confirms that quadtrees lead to a faster implementation than the naive version of FindDef and Staiger-Stöhr's approach. In principle one could combine the techniques and get O(min ( √ n, d)), but in practice using the quadtrees alone seems to work well. To summarize, we pre-compute the two numbers for every statement in the control-flow graph and then maintain a quadtree y a for each a ∈ A containing every statement s ∈ S where (s, a) ∈ O ∪ P . The FindDef procedure from Section 3.1 is then replaced by a search in y a .
Implementation and Evaluation
We have implemented a dataflow analysis for JavaScript, configurable for both the traditional dense propagation (Section 2) and the sparse analysis with onthe-fly SSA construction (Section 3). The dataflow lattices and transfer functions are designed in the style of the TAJS analysis by Jensen et al. [9] , structured such that all transfer functions are expressed using the Read, Write and Continue operations. For the quadtrees, we use a variant called compressed quadtrees [6] . Interprocedural dataflow is handled by straightforward generalizations of the algorithms from the preceding sections. Call graphs are built on-the-fly, similar to TAJS. For the interprocedural sparse analysis, φ-nodes are made at function entries and at no-op statements that are placed after call sites where dataflow may merge from different functions. Searching for dominating definitions may then span multiple functions backward via the call edges, and similarly, definitions inside a function are propagated forward along dominance frontiers of the call sites. The full implementation is approximately 20,000 lines of Scala code, whereof the core that corresponds to Section 2 and 3 constitutes less than 1,000 lines.
Our experiments are based on the collection of JavaScript programs shown in Table 1 . (Our current implementation does not contains models of the browser API and HTML DOM, so we settle for stand-alone JavaScript programs.) The collection contains programs from the Mozilla SunSpider and Google Octane benchmark suites, plus a few additional programs found on the web. All experiments are performed on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.5 GHz PC. The analysis implementation and all benchmarks are available online.
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We consider the following three research questions:
Q1: Is our sparse analysis technique more efficient than the basic analysis framework? The literature shows that sparse analysis is usually highly effective, but since none of the existing techniques are applicable to our setting, which involves both pointers and reachability, we cannot know a priori whether our sparse analysis has similar advantages. Q2: How does the performance of our sparse analysis algorithm compare to staged analysis techniques? As argued in Section 1, performing sparse analysis on the basis of imprecise reachability information would affect not only the degree of sparseness but also the precision of the main analysis, and we want our sparse analysis to be as precise as with the basic framework. On the other hand, our algorithm could potentially be simplified without affecting analysis precision by using a pre-analysis to compute definition sites and use sites for SSA construction, instead of performing it all on-the-fly. For this reason, it is interesting to measure the overhead of computing that information in our on-the-fly sparse analysis framework. Q3: Are quadtrees a suitable choice in practice, compared to other techniques for maintaining information about reaching definitions? In Section 3.4 we argued that quadtrees have a good theoretical complexity, however, this needs to be supported empirically.
To answer Q1 we instantiate the analysis with both configurations (using quadtrees for the sparse analysis). The columns Basic and Sparse in Table 1 show the corresponding analysis times. The numbers show that our sparse analysis is in most cases more than an order of magnitude faster than the basic framework.
As result, we have demonstrated that it is possible to perform efficient sparse analysis in a setting that involves pointers and reachability.
We address Q2 by assuming an ideal pre-analysis that computes the definition sites and use sites and from this constructs the SSA form, with the full precision of the on-the-fly sparse analysis. Designing a realistic pre-analysis involves a trade-off: it has to be fast (at least, faster than the original dense analysis), and it has to be reasonably precise (since imprecision can lead to less sparseness in the main analysis). With such a pre-analysis, we can perform sparse analysis and still account for reachability -reminiscent of the sparse conditional constant analysis by Wegman and Zadeck [21] . The SSA overhead columns (% and Quadtree) in Table 1 show how much time is spent by our sparse analysis inside the operations FindDef, Update, Forward, and MakePhi (excluding Propagate), relative to the entire sparse analysis and in milliseconds, when using the quadtree implementation of FindDef. This constitutes work that in principle could be omitted if using a pre-analysis. We observe that between 3% and 43% of the analysis time is spent in these parts. In other words, the best imaginable pre-analysis will only be able to achieve a speedup of less than 1.7x (for deltablue.js) and on average less than 1.4x. Moreover, by using our onthe-fly approach, the analysis developer is relieved of the burden of designing and implementing a fast and precise pre-analysis.
Regarding Q3, the columns Quadtree, Naive, and Array show the time for SSA construction with different implementations of the data structure used for finding dominating definitions. The Quadtree column corresponds to our quadtree-based implementation described in Section 3.4, Naive corresponds to FindDef from Section 3.1, and Array follows the approach of Staiger-Stöhr [19] , as discussed in Section 3.4. In all cases the quadtree implementation is the fastest and typically outperforms the alternatives by a factor of 1.4x to 5.4x.
Related Work
The basic ideas in sparse analysis originate from Reif and Lewis [15] who suggested the use of global value graphs, for example for efficient constant propagation analysis. The concept of SSA form is attributed to Rosen et al. [16] . Cytron et al. [4] introduced the concept of dominance frontiers as an effective mechanism for placing φ-nodes. As mentioned in the introduction, the sparse conditional constant analysis by Wegman and Zadeck [21] builds on top of this work and takes reachability into account during the analysis by tracking which def-use edges represent executable flow. The notion of dependence flow graphs by Johnson et al. [11] is a variant of SSA that incorporates branch conditions and thereby supports subsequent dataflow analysis with reachability. Common to this line of work is that heap objects and pointers are not supported.
For programming languages with pointers, most work on sparse analysis has focused on pointer analysis, not dataflow analysis in general. The semi-sparse pointer analysis by Hardekopf and Lin [7] uses SSA and sparse analysis for toplevel variables that are not accessed via pointers, whereas address-taken variables and heap allocated data are treated using standard flow-sensitive analysis without sparseness.
Other techniques handle pointers typically by staging the analysis using a pre-analysis to approximate possible definition sites and use sites [3, 8, 14] . However, as discussed previously, that approach cannot support reachability without sacrificing analysis precision or sparseness. By computing definition sites and use sites on-the-fly, we avoid that problem.
The analysis by Chase et al. [2] handles pointers and performs sparse analysis on the basis of φ-nodes that are computed on-the-fly, however, it does not account for reachability. The analysis framework by Tok et al. [20] is based on similar ideas. The algorithms used in those analyses for finding dominating definitions are discussed in Section 3.4. A related analysis framework has been presented by Staiger-Stöhr [19] .
Numerous other program analysis techniques have been designed to prevent various kinds of redundancy in the dataflow propagation. Of particular relevance is the lazy propagation technique by Jensen et al. [10] that restricts dataflow at call sites that is not needed by the function being called. When use sites are incrementally discovered, the relevant values are recovered by a backward traversal of the call graph, which is reminiscent of the search for nearest dominating definitions in our sparse analysis. We conjecture that our sparse analysis may be more efficient than lazy propagation; however, lazy propagation is known to work smoothly together with recency abstraction [1, 9] , which is a useful technique for boosting analysis precision, and it is an open problem whether sparse analysis and recency abstraction can also be combined effectively.
In summary, the present work can be understood as a generalization and combination of ideas from on-the-fly SSA construction [2, 19, 20] while taking reachability into account [11, 21] . Furthermore, we propose a more efficient data structure, based on insights from computational geometry [5] , for managing dominating definitions, compared to the existing techniques [19, 20] .
Conclusion
We conclude that it is possible to perform efficient sparse dataflow analysis in a setting that requires reasoning about pointers and reachability. Our experimental evaluation shows not only that the sparse analysis is significantly faster than the dense counterpart, but also that the overhead of on-the-fly SSA construction is small, which makes the approach a promising alternative to staged analyses. Moreover, we have demonstrated that quadtrees are suitable for maintaining information about dominating definitions. Our next step is to integrate the analysis algorithm into the TAJS tool to become able to explore the performance on a larger class of JavaScript application. It may also be interesting to apply the algorithm to other programming languages and other abstract domains.
